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Abstract:

Housing industry and production in Egypt are facing a catastrophic
situation. Nobody can deny the housing problems in Egypt. More
than 80% of Egyptians are living in Slums. Around 20% of all
Egyptians are living in non healthy homes. Billions of US dollars
are spent every year to build new high style compounds in Egypt for
high class which confront a recession for selling these units.

The whole world is focusing now on sustainability and start
renovation and replacement operations for its houses. On the other
hand, Egypt we still looking to cover housing demand number.
Housing problem in Egypt is not related to low investment rates in
this sector, but to the wrong direction for housing investment. In
other words, the production is oriented to only one sector which is
only around 10% of all Egyptians and the supply is more than
demand, however it costs more and more than all other types of
housing.
In addition, to the wrong policies, all houses construction is focused
on one type of construction which is reinforced concrete (post and
lintel) casting on-site.

This research will present different types of sustainable construction
for all housing types as one of the key solutions, and also to meet
market demand and to be in the right way to solve this problem.
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Introduction:

Housing industry in Egypt has been damaged starting from the
beginning of last century. It was affected by several factors.
Political decisions such as reduction of rental value several times
and eliminating the time framed rental contracts were the major
factors that destroyed housing industry in Egypt in a few years
after those unfair laws due to first and second world war and after
1952. In addition, economic failure after the nationalization of
private sector was the second knockout for housing in Egypt. Wars
in Sinai and internal immigration increased the demand on private
houses. Public sector was unable to meet all market requirements
with the dramatically changes of social classes in this very specific
period of Egyptian history. The result was a disaster and the born
of slums in Egypt has been started which nobody knows when and
how this problem could be solved. A second era for housing in
Egypt with some positive features has been started after the 1973
war. Positive changed for enhancing economical situation and
creating new cities to solve housing problems. The housing market
now is saturated for certain level of housing and low income
housing demand is increasing dramatically. The only way to start a
real solution is to apply environmental designs with new
construction techniques under precise vision for all housing levels.
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Literature review: 
1.  History of housing in Egypt – Stage one

Before 1952

No one can deny that Egypt before 1952 did not have a housing
problem. Cairo got the best city in the world in the early fifth decade
of twentieth century. Architecture and urban design of Cairo before
1952 could compete all European capitals.

All illustrated figures present sustainable transportation and all types
of housing in Egypt including the middle class society in that time.
Unfortunately, we could not even protect all these treasures from
damage.
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Literature review: 
2.  History of housing in Egypt – Stage two

After 1952

1952 was an important date in modern Egyptian history because it 
changed Egypt not only from kingdom to republican country, but 
also all economical and constitutional laws beside the wars 
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Literature review: 
2.  History of housing in Egypt – Stage two

After 1952
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Literature review: 
3.  History of housing in Egypt – Stage three

After 1973
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Literature review: 
4.  History of housing in Egypt – Stage four

After 1992
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Literature review: 
5.  History of housing in Egypt – Stage five

Informal housing in Egypt

No one can deny that Egypt is under the pressure of lack of energy 
resources. Lack of  car fuel, electricity current cutting all over the 
country, and refilling gas cylinders for home gas use are enough 
examples of the disaster we are facing nowadays.

By year 2022 other national resources become available:

The first scenario was based on:
A. Supply of fossil-based energy production will remain at the 

same level.
B. Wind energy grows, leading to about 20% contributions to 

electricity generation from renewable (hydro and wind).
C. Nuclear energy would contribute about 6%.
D. The energy supply mix around 2021/2022 becomes:
40 % from (20% fossil fuel and 20% NG)
8 % from energy efficiency implementations
9 % from renewable (2% hydro and 7% wind)
6 % from nuclear
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Literature review: 
6.  History of housing in Egypt – Stage five

Living in tombs

No one can deny that Egypt is under the pressure of lack of energy 
resources. Lack of  car fuel, electricity current cutting all over the 
country, and refilling gas cylinders for home gas use are enough 
examples of the disaster we are facing nowadays.

By year 2022 other national resources become available:

The first scenario was based on:
A. Supply of fossil-based energy production will remain at the 

same level.
B. Wind energy grows, leading to about 20% contributions to 

electricity generation from renewable (hydro and wind).
C. Nuclear energy would contribute about 6%.
D. The energy supply mix around 2021/2022 becomes:
40 % from (20% fossil fuel and 20% NG)
8 % from energy efficiency implementations
9 % from renewable (2% hydro and 7% wind)
6 % from nuclear
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Literature review: 
7. History of housing in Egypt – Stage five

Living in tinplate nests and in the streets without any 
shelter 

No one can deny that Egypt is under the pressure of lack of energy 
resources. Lack of  car fuel, electricity current cutting all over the 
country, and refilling gas cylinders for home gas use are enough 
examples of the disaster we are facing nowadays.

By year 2022 other national resources become available:

The first scenario was based on:
A. Supply of fossil-based energy production will remain at the 

same level.
B. Wind energy grows, leading to about 20% contributions to 

electricity generation from renewable (hydro and wind).
C. Nuclear energy would contribute about 6%.
D. The energy supply mix around 2021/2022 becomes:
40 % from (20% fossil fuel and 20% NG)
8 % from energy efficiency implementations
9 % from renewable (2% hydro and 7% wind)
6 % from nuclear
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Literature review: 
7. History of housing in Egypt – Stage five

Housing compounds against Egyptian ecology

No one can deny that Egypt is under the pressure of lack of energy 
resources. Lack of  car fuel, electricity current cutting all over the 
country, and refilling gas cylinders for home gas use are enough 
examples of the disaster we are facing nowadays.

By year 2022 other national resources become available:

The first scenario was based on:
A. Supply of fossil-based energy production will remain at the 

same level.
B. Wind energy grows, leading to about 20% contributions to 

electricity generation from renewable (hydro and wind).
C. Nuclear energy would contribute about 6%.
D. The energy supply mix around 2021/2022 becomes:
40 % from (20% fossil fuel and 20% NG)
8 % from energy efficiency implementations
9 % from renewable (2% hydro and 7% wind)
6 % from nuclear
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Literature review: 
4. Egypt problems as historical country

Egypt cities suffer from many problems not limited to the
following:

 Cairo is an expanding city, which has led to many environmental
problems. The air pollution in Cairo is a matter of serious concern.
Dangerous levels of lead, carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide,
and suspended particulate matter concentrations due to decades of
unregulated vehicle emissions, urban industrial operations, and
chaff and trash burning. There are over 4,500,000 cars on the
streets of Cairo.

 Rapid urban expansion resulted in encroachments on agricultural
land. Total prime agricultural land lost to urbanization during the
period 1952-2002 amounts to 300,000 acres

 An addition of almost 1.35 million overpopulated annually.
 Egypt faces a shortage of affordable housing supply for the poor

despite the presence of 5 million vacant units.
 About 440,000-600,000 new housing units are needed annually

between now and 2020, of which 300,000 for low income
households.

 Optical pollution.
 The underground is the only tool for sustainable transportation.
 Economical problems that create an obstacle to achieve

sustainable growth and environmental goals.
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Literature review: 
4. Egypt problems as historical country

Egypt cities suffer from many problems not
limited to the following:

 High residential density in main existing agglomeration
 Rising traffic congestion.
 Limit/mediocre use of culture and natural resources.
 Mediocre living condition in some areas.
 Limited green spaces (0.3 m2 /person within the ring road and 1.5

m2/person in the region as total).
 The challenge is not the size, but the population distribution over

the whole region area
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

1.  Cairo Vision 2050

Main Goal:
Sustainable development vision for Cairo 2050 and beyond, Includes
social, cultural and economic fields integrated with urban field. With
good Governance, we can achieve the best results for current and
future generations. This aim includes the following items:
 Good living condition for its citizens (to be among the 30 best

cities in the world).
 One of pioneer cities on the context of environmental level.
 Restoration of urban and architecture heritage of the city and

elimination of slums.
 Reach the international standard for green areas/per capita.
 Containing routes for pedestrians, open and green areas and public

squares.
In page 33 it was mentioned the following:

Open new directions for urban growth and new big cities
 Access to roads network linking Cairo suburbs to regional roads.
 Good transportation network at an international level.
 Has pedestrian and cycling network linked with the transportation

network.
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3. Polystyrene construction: Eco-friendly light 
weight structure
Various environmental challenges posed by the application of non-
sustainable construction materials and techniques and higher cost of
same in the recent time have made the search for better and cheaper
alternatives a crucial task in the provision of housing in Egypt. As a
product of research and technological advancements, modern eco-
friendly building materials are currently emerging to satisfy the
requirements of sustainable developments and mitigate
environmental challenges. One of such materials is the expanded
polystyrene or EPS. While it was discovered that there is little or no
availability of the material in most Egyptian building markets due to
lack of awareness among the various stakeholders and practitioners
in the building industry, it x-rayed the need for a paradigm shift from
the conventional system of building characterized by waste, cradle to
grave (demolition) and global warming to a waste-free, recyclable,
eco-friendly and cheaper alternative way of building construction
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3.  Precast housing construction: 

Is precast concrete a green building material?
Precast concrete contributes to green building practices in

significant ways. The low water-cement ratios possible with precast
concrete -0.36 to 0.38- mean it can be extremely durable. The
thermal mass of concrete allows shifting of heating and cooling
loads in a structure to help reduce mechanical-system requirements.
Because precast concrete is factory-made, there is little waste
created in the plant (most plants employ exact-batching
technologies) and it reduces construction waste and debris on site,
reducing construction IAQ concerns. The load-carrying capacities,
optimized cross sections, and long spans possible with precast
concrete members help eliminate redundant members, and concrete
readily accommodates recycled content.

Is precast concrete energy-efficient?
The thermal mass of precast concrete absorbs and releases heat

slowly, shifting air conditioning and heating loads to allow smaller,
more efficient heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems. Insulation is often used in architectural panels and
sandwich wall panels to increase thermal efficiency, with continuous
insulation (ci) in walls being possible. The resulting savings are
significant up to 25% on heating and cooling costs.
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3. Use environmental designs (Hassan Fathy 
prototype: 

Fathy's most important contribution to the debates over the
development of twentieth-century architecture probably lies in his
continuous opposition to the International Style and the phenomenon
of universality in architecture. He distrusted the inability of
twentieth-century architects to answer the specific environmental
issues of particular regions and believed that the answer must lie in
the recreation of forms true to the region as well as to methods of
construction. He valued architecture that is rooted in the location and
the culture of a region, as opposed to an imported internationalism,
rooted in a common technology rather than a common humanism.
The way in which Fathy pronounced the inadequacy of the ideology
of modernism in fulfilling human needs attracted the attention of the
architectural profession worldwide.

Beyond the evident typology in Fathy’s buildings and the
guiding architectural principles which were pioneered through his
work, his architecture was shaped by a conceptual framework which
developed an understanding of contemporary responses to modern
environmental, urban and societal conditions of existence. Fath’s
approach was a transformation of a prevalent modern architecture
language to a social metaphor evoking honesty, efficiency and
availability.
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3.  :to protect Green fieldsمشروع ابني بيتك

The informal sector proved that it has the ability to build, however it
has negative impact on the national economy because they build on
agriculture land without any regulations or sense of architecture and
urban design.
The idea of “Ebny Betak” project was focused on giving the
informal sector the land for free with free architectural designs and
urban design with restricted regulation to build. The people had
build the given designs exactly. Again the problem is from all
authorities.
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3.  :to protect Green fieldsمشروع ابني بيتك
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3.  :to protect Green fieldsمشروع ابني بيتك
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3.  :to protect Green fieldsمشروع ابني بيتك
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Methodology steps to enhance housing industry 
in Egypt towards sustainability & actual market    

3. Adobe architecture for rural agriculture villages: 
Description:
Adobe bricks are most often made into units weighing less than

100 pounds and small enough that they can quickly air dry
individually without cracking and subsequently assembled, with the
application of adobe mud, to bond the individual bricks into a
structure. Modern methods of construction allow the pouring of
whole adobe walls that are reinforced with steel.

Strength:
In dry climates, adobe structures are extremely durable, and

account for some of the oldest existing buildings in the world. Adobe
buildings offer significant advantages due to their greater thermal
mass but they are known to be particularly susceptible to earthquake
damage if they are not somehow reinforced. Cases where adobe
structures were widely damaged during earthquakes include
the 1976 Guatemala earthquake, the 2003 Bam earthquake and
the 2010 Chile earthquake. Depending on the form into which the
mixture is pressed, adobe can encompass nearly any shape or size,
provided drying is even and the mixture includes reinforcement for
larger bricks. Reinforcement can include manure,
straw, cement, rebar or wooden posts. Experience has shown straw,
cement, or manure added to a standard adobe mixture can all
produce a stronger, more crack-resistant brick
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Results and findings

We can conclude from this study that we are facing five challenges 
that we should be careful and work on them:

1- Absence of long term planning:
We can not reach to the existing situation without Absence of long 
term planning. We do not have vision for the next twenty and fifty 
years based on real analysis and numbers of all facts. The planning 
based on action and reaction factors always leads to failure.

2- Lack of coordination between authorities:
It is very clear that some authorities in Egypt are working as 
separate islands. The example (which we all have seen) of after 
finishing the road asphalt some infra structure authorities after few 
weeks come to dig for its pipelines are basic principal.

3- Lack of experience amongst decision makers: 
Without applying the philosophy of reward and punishment, 
decisions will be taken without any consulting.

4- Electricity market structure:
The electricity production and structure plan should be restudied 
and planned which we hope that has been done with Siemens.

5- Insufficient available grid capacity and coverage:
The electricity production and structure plan should be restudied 
and planned which we hope that has been done with Siemens.
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Results and findings

More than 80% out of a population that has exceeded 90 million
currently live in Egypt’s slums, most of which are based in the
Greater Cairo metropolitan area.

Inhabitants are forced to live in inhumane settlements, owing to a
severe shortage of affordable housing in the cities, suffer from lack of
electricity and sewage services, and are subjected to mistreatment by
the state, including regular forced evictions.

Thousands of poor Egyptians who survive in slum areas are left on
their own to deal with extreme heat in the summer or treacherous rain
stints in the winter, such as a recent storm that drenched shanty towns
across the country.

The ever-growing number of slum dwellers highlights the huge
disparity in the distribution of wealth, residential units, and unequal
access to housing options.

"Governmental policies since the 1970s have always been biased to
big capital and profit accumulation rather than the society's lower
tranches. Governments literally ignored informal housing; it was
never their priority," Khaled Ali, a prominent labor lawyer and former
presidential candidate.
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Results and findings

The illustrated figure clarify the actual situation of urban growth in
Egypt. It is very clear that all urban growth in Egypt is focused on
only one item which is agriculture around Nile river which was the
main criteria of historical urban growth all over Egypt as it has a
logic because the agriculture was the main pillar of Egyptian
economy.

But, nowadays and after the overpopulation expanding and the
vision of creating an industrial country and opening a new
approaches for urban growth, the potential of generating renewable
energy should be the main principal for the new urban growth.

To achieve a real sustainable growth, we have to be careful of the
main pillars of sustainability which are environment, people and
economy. In other words we have to study the whole country as
potential locations of having renewable resources of energy and
water. They will be the base of strong economy based on agriculture
and industry to create the new cities.

From all previous studies we can conclude that north coast, Al-
Wahat, Toshka, Red sea coast and all Sinai are empty areas with an
excellent value for renewable energy and water.
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Discussion and analysis

 The Sustainable urban development is created in a long term
planning. So, we should back again to planning stages for long
terms and to be divided into short stages (five years for example)
to can face our serious challenges.

 Sustainable development is the only way to create our grandsons
future.

 Electricity production is increasing all over the world and Egypt
should start and according to its resources it could be on of clean
energy exporters.
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Conclusion and recommendations

 Long term planning such as Cairo vision 2050 should be
studied by governmental authorities with corporation of
academic and research staff of the country.

 Opening of sustainable urban growth based on potentials of
renewable energy production will create new era for Egypt
economy and social living.

 Sinai, North Coast, Al-Wahat, Toshka, and Red Sea coast are
the main directions of new urban development.

 Transportation is best way for developing new urban areas as a
result of historical new areas such as Heliopolis and Nasr city.

 Using all means of sustainable transportation which are; tram,
trolleybus, monorail, underground metro, zero emission buses,
environmental friendly cars, river taxi, bikes, and side walks.

 Demolishing tram lines was a big mistake for Cairo.
 Publishing the data and results of long term planning will help

researchers to provide ideas for better enhancement of this
entire vision.

 Apply the sustainable rating system and pushing all designers
and developers to build upon its recommendations will push
Egyptian projects towards better environment.

 Eliminate any taxes or customs on environmental-friendly
vehicles and cars and provide refill stations for those new
tools.
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